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Abstract—Prior studies have shown that, in open-source
software (OSS), diversity is a positive indicator of productivity.
Yet, code submissions from underrepresented groups are less
successful. This mirrors the diversity-innovation paradox found
in science—diverse groups produce more innovations, but
historically underrepresented people have less successful careers
in these groups. In this preliminary research, we want to
investigate whether the effect of the diversity-innovation paradox
is present in OSS. We define software innovation as a novel
co-usage of two packages in the same project. Using World of
Code, we identified JavaScript projects’ innovations from late
2008 to early 2014. We intend to calculate diversity measures
for the authors who produced the innovations and build models
to test the presence of the diversity-innovation paradox in OSS.
Index Terms—open-source, innovation, diversity

RQ2. Does an individual’s exposure to group diversity
lead to them producing more OSS innovations?

II. Related work
Vasilescu et al. [2] shows that tenure and gender diversity
in an OSS team is a good predictor of productivity.
Qiu et al. [7] use social capital theory to explain how
collaboration among people with diverse programming
language backgrounds is associated with prolonged OSS
engagement.
The “diversity-innovation paradox” is defined by Hofstra et al. [3]—a paradox between scientific innovations
produced by demographically diverse groups and career
success of the minority researchers—after examining a
large dataset of papers from US Ph.D. thesis between 1977
I. Introduction
to 2015. The study uses topic modeling and co-occurrence
In the era where open-source software (OSS) is ubiqui- graphs to identify scientific innovations. They found that
tous, making up the digital infrastructure of our society [1], while groups with higher diversity create more innovations
how to sustain OSS projects is crucial to study. Prior work than average, innovations by underrepresented scientists
has shown that diversity is beneficial to OSS projects [2]: are adopted at lower rates.
OSS innovations are not yet well studied, and there is
both gender and tenure diversities are positive predictors of
productivity. On the other hand, prior work has identified a a gap in our knowledge about the effect of producing
diversity-innovation paradox in science [3]: “diversity breeds innovations on an individual’s OSS career. Thus, we
innovation, yet underrepresented groups that diversify consider it important to study whether the paradox
exists in OSS and how innovations affect sustained OSS
organizations have less successful careers within them.”
We see evidence of a negative correlation between participation.
underrepresentation and OSS success. One documented
III. Data and methods
example includes a penalty in the acceptance rates of
We attempt to answer our research questions by computpull requests authored by female contributors [4]. Since
ing measures of diversity and innovation using data from
OSS maintenance demands regular participation from
World of Code (WoC) [8] and GHTorrent [9]. For each
contributors [5], [6], it is vital to identify factors that
measure, we divide a year into four three-month windows
might prevent contributors from sustained participation.
(e.g., January to March, April to June).
Inspired by the work of Hofstra et al. [3] on the diversityinnovation paradox in science, instead of just considering an A. Diversity
individual’s exposure to diversity, we want to look at how
Following Vasilescu et al. [2], we computed projects’
generating OSS innovations might also affect sustained OSS gender and tenure diversity. We collected and calculated
participation. Given limited time during the hackathon two levels of diversity measures—on a project level and
event, we focus on the following research questions (RQs): an individual level. We retrieved contributors’ names and
RQ1. How do innovations present in OSS?
the dates of their first commits from GHTorrent.

On the project level, we used Blau’s index [10] to capture
We pruned those innovations with impact only one so
gender diversity. Blau’s index is defined as 1 − Σi∈m,f p2i , that the remaining innovations (with an impact of at least
where pi are the fraction of male and female team members 2) each have some “impact” observed in other projects
for each project. We used the tool Namsor [11] to infer at a later time. We then divided the time frame from
contributors’ gender. For tenure diversity, following the 2008-04-01T00:00:00 UTC to 2013-01-01T00:00:00 UTC
practice by Vasilescu et al. [2], we first computed each into 20 three-month windows. We aggregated, for each
contributor’s commit tenure, which is the number of three- author in each window, how many innovations the author
month windows since the contributor’s first commit. A produced during that window.
project’s tenure diversity is then computed using the
IV. Preliminary results
coefficient of variation, defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation and the mean.
A. Innovation
The individual-level diversity is the level of diversity
In the period from late 2008 to mid-March of 2014,
that a contributor is exposed to. For each contributor in
where we measured innovations and impact, we found
the project, we computed the average of diversity measures
6,020 different authors who introduced new co-usage of
of all the projects the contributor participated in during
packages in 11,971 repositories.
that three-month window, for gender and tenure diversity
The average number of windows where an author
respectively, as the exposure to diversity.
introduced innovations was 1.445 (s = 0.965), suggesting
that authors introduce innovations in only 1 or 2 windows
B. Innovation
on average. It is unclear whether they dropped the openTo measure innovation, we adapted the concept from [3], source community or became less innovative afterward.
where scientific innovation is defined as a novel co- The result may also be attributed to the bias of collected
occurrence of two scientific concepts. We defined software data limited to no later than 2014, while these authors
innovation in the open-source JavaScript community as a could be contributing more innovations later on.
novel co-usage of two packages in the same project. The
novel co-usage establishes a link between the packages,
that the two can be useful together in a single project. The
first project to establish such a link could be innovative
in being among the first software in an area where the
packages are applicable or using one of the packages in a
new way to complement the other.
We used WoC data maps of JavaScript projects
“JSthruMaps/tPaPkgRJS.s” from late 2008 to Mid-March
of 2014.1 The data maps contain entries of when and by Fig. 1: Natural log of number of innovations (left), natural
whom new packages are introduced into a project. We log of number of innovating authors (right) per window.
scanned all entries within the time frame in chronological
order to identify the first co-occurrence of any pair of two
No innovations were found in windows 2, 3, 6, and
packages in the entire database. We recorded when, in 7, so they are omitted in Figure 1. Preliminary analysis
which project, and by whom a pair of packages are first shows that, while the total number of innovations does
co-used.
not change drastically over the windows (left), the number
Specifically, first co-occurrences were found with the of open-source contributors who are making innovations
following process: (1) For each project, suppose up to time has dramatically increased over time (right).
T packages P, Q already exist in the project, then when
author A introduces a new package R into the project, we B. Diversity
consider the co-usage (P,R) and (Q,R). (2) The innovations
Due to limited time during the hackathon and various
were tracked across all projects up to time T, and if (P,R) challenges we will discuss next, we did not finish measuring
has been an innovation at some previous time, then (P,R) diversity exposure for the authors we found.
is not considered an innovation by author A; if (P,R) has
V. Discussion
never been an innovation in any project at any previous
time, then (P,R) is now recorded as an innovation. (3) In A. Using World of Code
addition, for every innovation, we track how many times
We used WoC data maps to scan for innovations.
the pair of packages co-occur in any projects at a later
Entries
were initially not sorted by time across all projects.
time. This is defined as the impact of this innovation, (i.e.,
Thus,
simply
scanning through the data maps could not
number of times the same occurrence is observed).
produce the correct innovations, as package co-usage at an
earlier time could appear “later” in the data maps. WoC
1 The
code
used
in
this
project
is
available
at
https://github.com/woc-hack/diversity-innovation
maintainer Professor Audris Mockus then created a new

map with all entries sorted by time so that our code would
work correctly.
During the hackathon, we recorded innovations as a
dictionary in memory that was transferred into a text file
when the script finishes. This approach was sub-optimal,
as the script increasingly required a more significant
amount of memory. Furthermore, adding new entries to the
innovations dictionary required reading in the entire current
record and updating in memory. After the hackathon, we
migrated it into a relational database to speed up future
data collections.
One issue we encountered when aggregating innovations
by author and when calculating author diversity is that,
multiple versions of the author field may refer to the same
person, as sometimes the same developer uses different
emails or displayed names. While there are algorithms
and maps in this research area to alias these authors, we
suggest WoC include such a map and provide a lookup
function to find all used aliases of a given author.
B. Future work
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There is little prior work on what constitutes reliable
OSS innovations. As a next step to identifying the paradox’s
potential presence, we must validate that our construct for
“innovations” is indeed some form of innovation. One way
is to survey contributors and users of the projects where
innovations are found, on how innovative they perceive
the projects to be. Another approach to validate the
innovations is to identify them by an orthogonal definition,
for example, based on the forking network of JavaScript
projects.
We intend to continue our data collection for diversity
and innovation measures to include more recent data.
Additionally, we would like to consider other measures
for the impact of an innovation, such as the number
of stars of or forks from the initial repository. Lastly,
we plan to build models incorporating author diversity
and innovation measures to test the diversity-innovation
paradox’s presence.
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